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Potential readers of this book, be warned! It comes

from a publisher which describes itself as “the North Amer-

ican home of the Peters Projection Map”. Many

commentators, and this reviewer, regard the Peters projec-

tion as little more than a confidence trick played on an

ill-informed public. The book also describes one of its

authors (Ward Kaiser) as having written the best stuff about

the Peters projection. However, for a more balanced view I

would suggest Monmonier’s “The Peters Projection con-

troversy” in his book Drawing the Line (Monmonier, 1995)

or the critique of the Peters Atlas by King and Vujakovic

(1989).

However, this book is not just about the Peters projec-

tion. The double-entendre of the title is indicative of its

motive, and it begins in typical Denis Wood style with a

querying of the nature of truth, and by employing an essen-

tially phenomenological approach to the understanding of

maps.

The first chapter does give a much fairer exposition of

the rights and wrongs of projections, including Peters, but

still perpetuates the myth that Mercator is the most widely

displayed and recognized projection. However, the book

explores the characteristics of many other projections and

acknowledges that the problems with using Mercator in

schools were recognized by Goode (among others) as long

as three-quarters of a century ago.

Some of Denis Wood’s ideas from The Power of Maps

and before are re-worked in this volume, and we are treated

to his typically neat aphorisms, such as “The value of the

map is the degree to which it serves its purpose”, and “There

are no rules for making maps”.

However, the book discusses issues at a quite elemen-

tary level, and with frequent repetition. At one point, the

authors state: “We do not wish to beat this point to death

…”, and then proceed to do so! This raises the question of

who is the target audience, or as Wood might put it “Whom

does the book serve?”. Although not explicitly stated, one

might judge it to be aimed at a high school/secondary

school level, but the book ends with an exposition on using

map projections in human resource development and adult

education. More on that below!

Principally, and overwhelmingly, this book is about

projection awareness. It does not stray far beyond this

agenda, but it does provide a useful educational niche. Most

books on projections are fairly advanced and mathematical

in content, and for most map users it is more important to

recognize the effects of distortion on the map image, and

their possible impact on our interpretation of the world,

than to understand the equations underpinning a projec-

tion’s construction.

Only in the final three chapters (Five through Seven)

do the authors move their arguments beyond projection.

Here we learn that the authors have led us through projec-

tion to enable us to understand that maps have a point of

view, and that different maps serve different purposes. Here

too, some old chestnuts surface – Minard’s map of Napo-

leon’s Russian Campaign, Harry Beck’s London

Underground Map, and some examples of cartograms – but

they are all treated to a fresh commentary.

Two appendices complete the book: one, Appendix B,

is a neat comparison of the attributes of well-known projec-

tions. Appendix A, however, entitled “Using map

projections in human resource development and adult edu-

cation”, proceeds on the assumption that the world image of

many Americans is so enormously conditioned by early

exposure to the Mercator projection that re-education

through the Peters projection will both prove a harrowing

experience and fundamentally change their belief systems.

I am afraid this reviewer had to take this with a huge pitch of

salt.

To an extent, much of this book appears to be aimed at

rehabilitating the Peters projection in the eyes of its detrac-

tors by placing it more fairly within the context of a wider

range of earth-views. However, it is also quite a good, if

rather laboured read, and could provide a useful basis for

discussion. I shall use this with my students, but so far as

Peters is concerned will also ensure that they get a fair anti-

dote of Monmonier (as cited above) as well!

The firs t chapter of the book is posted at

http://www.diversophy.com/maps.htm, and the book may

be ordered from ODT Inc. (http://www.odt.org).

Bob Parry
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Basic cartography for students and
technicians Volume 2

Second edition
Edited by R W Anson and F J Ormeling
Oxford: Architectural Press, 2002, 176 pp
ISBN 0 7506 4996 8 £29.50 softback

The second edition of Volume Two of Basic Cartogra-

phy succeeds the first edition which was published over a

decade ago. As such it reflects the major changes in meth-

odology that have occurred in that time whilst retaining the

principles which have guided map design. As stated by

Michael Wood in the Foreword, the volume reflects ‘The

true “conventional” cartography of the time’. The result is a

volume in which ‘Computer Cartography’ is no longer sub-

ject to separate treatment, digital aspects being dealt with in

the general text. There are just five chapters: topographic

cartography, map compilation, generalization, thematic

cartography and marketing. Of these, the chapters on gen-

eralization and marketing are new, whilst the others have

been updated or rewritten.

According to the series title, the books are aimed at

both students and technicians. This aim could give rise to

problems as students of basic cartography may require a

greater emphasis on principles and explanations; whereas

technicians may prefer a more pragmatic approach with

useful advice and a reference rather than a general reading

text. As it happens, most chapters have content and an

approach which attempts to cover both of these aspects,

although the emphasis does vary from chapter to chapter.

Ernst Speiss takes a very practical and pragmatic approach,

and his section on map compilation will be extremely useful

to technicians looking for help in deciding, for instance,

exactly what line widths to use, what colours to select, how

large to make their symbols or how to lay out the map. I feel

that students will also benefit from this kind of specific

detail rather than having to interpret general instructions

such as ‘not too close,’ not too small’, and such like. The

chapter is comprehensive and will be widely valued as a

source to be referred to when practical decisions have to be

made. The new chapter on generalization has a more stan-

dard textbook approach. Like all the chapters it is well

structured and leads the reader through the topic stage by

stage. The nature of the subject matter renders it more suit-

able for a treatment of principles and concepts. It is as

thorough as can be expected in a basic cartography manual

and considers both computer and manual approaches to

generalization problems. There is also a comprehensive

reading list at the end of the chapter.

Gerald McGrath’s section on marketing is an addi-

tional chapter to the previous addition. McGrath

emphasizes the fact that marketing is now as relevant to the

public domain as it is in private commerce. Many public

organizations look to ‘selling’ maps, which often form a

useful economic resource. Spatial data have also become

very marketable. The changes in the role of public sector

mapping departments are examined in some detail. The

chapter then goes on to look at the practical aspects of mar-

keting such as the analysis of the market, the design of the

product to fit the requirements of the market and practical

considerations of costing, pricing, advertising and supply.

These various strands are brought together under a section

on devising a marketing plan. A small section follows on

marketing and education programmes, which is concerned

with how the users of maps can be educated to take advan-

tage of the variety of traditional and electronic products

which are now available.

In general, this text is going to be useful for those wish-

ing to achieve a better understanding of cartography in its

current context and, particularly with regard to the Chapter

by Ernst Speiss, a very valuable repository of practical help.

One final word regarding this text is that it is notable that the

contributors, with the exception of Gerald McGrath and the

editors, are all from Germany or Switzerland, a compliment

to the standard of cartographic quality and education in

those countries.

Ron Beard

Representing the republic: mapping the
United States 1600-1900

by John Rennie Short
London: Reaktion Books, 2001, 256 pp
ISBN 1 86189 086 9 £25.00 hardback

John Rennie Short’s Representing the Republic maps

out three hundred years of the history of cartography in the

United States, from colonial origins to the rise of commer-

cial cartography in late nineteenth century Chicago: an

impressive range of material and contexts. It appears in the

Reaktion Press “Picturing History” series, whose remit is to

‘examine images as active tools of negotiation, parody and

resistance – as spaces in which history is made and enacted,

as well as recorded’. The book presents examples of geo-

graphic representation connected to imperial claims, state

formation and developing national identity. It is a compan-

ion piece to the broader arguments developed in his earlier

Imagined Country and illustrates the new orthodoxy of his-

tories of cartography. These arguments can be reduced to a

single quote from Brian Harley that appears on the front

cover of the work ‘Maps are social constructions, fictions if

you like. They are not mirrors of nature’.

Chapters are organized into a tripartite division. A

concise introduction sets the scene for the work, summa-

rizes the arguments and places the empirical detail into a

wider intellectual context. The first block of chapters is

concerned with the map as a claim to territory and linked to

colonial discourse. Short charts mapping with a limited cir-

culation and examines the links between exploration,

power and the imperial project. He examines the gradual

rise of American discourses and their relationship to Span-

ish, British, and French aspirations. A second block of

chapters is concerned with the development of more

uniquely American mapping in the period of the early

Republic, including a case study of the significance of Phil-

adelphia as the cartographic capital of the Americas in the

early nineteenth century. Mapping had become the embod-

ied discourse of an educated elite. The final series of
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chapters addresses some of the ways in which maps came to

reflect notions of national identity in the period of the

mature Republic, when mapping was first brought to a mass

audience and with an emphasis on landscape, territory,

community and economy.

Short advocates a fashionable deconstruction of map-

ping, but his analysis is refreshingly unpretentious and

relies upon telling a story, by focusing upon emblematic

maps and key individuals. He uses a sentence structure that

is almost bulleted – short sharp shocks leading inexorably

on to an epigrammatic conclusion to each section. Thus

John Wesley Powell ‘went to the west as an explorer and

returned a prophet’; or ‘A national atlas provided the basis

for a national history’, or ‘Morse is a distinctly American

voice’. An attractive and engaging style, avoiding the need

for careful academic justification, or ellipsis – the bare

bones of personal opinion marshalled as fact: Short has the

confidence to come up with grand generalizations. At times

this confidence comes over as arrogance. A reader of the

manuscript misinterpreted one quote as reflecting modern-

ist values and Short dismisses the temerity of daring to

critique the master in a footnote with the comment ‘some-

times irony is lost on the more dull-witted’!

Overall what is one to make of this ambitious project?

Does the accessibility really ‘offer a fresh perspective on

North American history and geography’ as the publishers

claim? Perhaps, but I would have preferred more intellec-

tual support for the arguments and a more finished work. A

deconstruction of Representing the Republic, focusing

upon the apparently inconsequential, reveals that the index

largely ignores anything other than individuals and places,

that the bibliography is selective, that the references very

rarely acknowledge other researchers’ work and that there

is no list of Figures. Like many histories of cartography, the

quality of illustrations is very poor. There are over 60 black

and white figures, mostly of complete published maps or

details of published maps. Almost all are too small and

most are difficult to read.

Paradoxically this book in the ‘picturing history’ series

ends up as usual by writing about it!

The ‘fresh perspective’ means deconstructing

well-researched material, telling an appealing story, but

sometimes offering oversimplifications of a complex and

contested process.

Chris Perkins

Upheaval from the Abyss: ocean floor
mapping and the earth science
revolution

By David M Lawrence
New Brunswick, NJ: Rutgers University Press,
2002, 285 pp
ISBN 0 8135 3028 8 hardback $28.00

From Ortelius in 1596 to the late 1960s, this book takes

us through the growth, testing and final acceptance of the

idea that the distribution of oceans and continents changes

through geological time. It is an idea that has been fiercely

proposed and opposed. Even when I was an undergraduate

in the early 1970s, it was not universally accepted. I was for-

tunate to be in the first generation of geology students who

were taught the then new concept of plate tectonics from the

beginning of our university course. I am pleased to say that

Lawrence captures the excitement of the new idea, and

gives at least a flavour of how great an upset it caused.

Lawrence uses the time-honoured historical method of

developing the story, from the earliest days to the present.

On the way, he gives us vignettes of pioneers like Maury

and Wegener, tells us of contributions by Darwin and oth-

ers, describes the work of the Challenger expedition, and

shows how technology and discovery have gone hand in

hand to increase our knowledge of the deep oceans. Along-

side the ever-increasing pace of discovery, Lawrence tells

us something of the human dimension of the story, and tries

to illuminate the personalities involved. Wegener is proba-

bly widely under-estimated outside his native Germany – I

suspect that most readers will be surprised to discover how

wide ranging his interests were, and his role in polar explo-

ration is often overlooked outside of specialist circles. But

Lawrence attempts to bring all the major characters to life,

and largely succeeds, though I personally have difficulty

thinking of Sir Edward Bullard as “Teddy” Bullard! Of

course there are omissions, but the major characters are all

there. The book ends with notes on sources for each chapter,

and an extensive bibliography for those interested in dig-

ging deeper.

The book is not merely a good story, but also has mes-

sages for science at large. The first and perhaps the most

important in these days of the “publish or perish” culture is

that the accumulation of data is essential to provide a plat-

form on which new ideas can grow. If Ewing and others had

not insisted on the accumulation of data above all, then the

theory of plate tectonics might still be a matter of conjec-

ture. As it is, their steady gathering of data provided a solid

framework into which other geophysical measurements fit-

ted. The role of survey and mapping in the advancement of

science is often forgotten in these days when rapid results

are required, and a project which will not fit into a three or

five year grant proposal may well languish for lack of funds.

This book provides arguments to counter this tendency.

The second message is more philosophical. These

days, we are often taught that science advances through the

proposal of hypotheses and the design and execution of

experiments to test them. This is the usual methodology of

the physical sciences, and is often held up as the only “cor-

rect” model for the advancement of science. But this book

shows us another model by which science progresses. In

this case, multiple hypotheses co-exist and it is competition

between hypotheses that determines the outcome. Which

explains the known facts better? How shall the hypothesis

be modified to fit the observations better? It is an evolution-

ary model of scientific endeavour, and describes the

methodology of the earth sciences better than the methodol-

ogy of the experimental sciences. Of course, both are

equally valid, but it is helpful to see so good an example of

the evolutionary approach.
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The book has, of course, got failings. The most grating

for a European, or indeed for any scientist is the unhesitat-

ing use of imperial units. However, given the historic

setting, perhaps the use of fathoms rather than metres for

soundings is forgivable. What is less acceptable is the state-

ment of temperatures in degrees, with no indication of the

scale. Given that they are given in degrees Fahrenheit, a

minority usage except in the United States, this could lead

to the misunderstanding that the oceans are at blood-heat. It

is also, perhaps, disappointing that the book closes at a point

when there were still significant parts of the plate tectonic

picture that required (and in some cases still require) further

work – notably the nature of terrestrial plate boundaries

such as those between the Eurasian, African and Indian

plates in the Middle East, and the difficulty of fitting the

Antarctic Peninsula into reconstructions of Gondwana. A

final chapter outlining the development of the theory after

its general acceptance would have been useful.

Despite these relatively minor niggles, this book is a

good read, and raises interesting questions concerning not

merely plate tectonics but the conduct of science in general.

A.P.R. Cooper

On this Spot: Llasa, Tibet

Map and guide to the city and Greater Llasa
Valley
Washington and Amsterdam: International
Campaign for Tibet, [?2000]
ISBN 1 879245 11 6 US $ 5.95

[recto] Lhasa 1:20 000; Inset The Tibetan Quarter 1:7 500; Text

panels (with reference numbers to map features): The Religious

Sites; Prisons & Detention Facilities; On This Spot: Lhasa’s Un-

censored History; On This Spot: Behind the Scenes; Hotels,

Restaurants & Travel Info; Index [classified]

[verso] Barkhor 1:1 250; Lhasa to Kathmandu 1:2 500 000;

Greater Lhasa Valley [c.1:400 000]; Text panel (with reference

numbers to map features): On This Spot: Barkhor Walking Tour;

Other Text Panels: Recommended Readings, The TopTibet Guide-

books, Information on the Web; Travel Ethics in Tibet;

Chinaspeak; Support Tibetan Organisations; Underground Yel-

low Pages; Possible Times of Tension.

It is generally accepted that all maps have a political

dimension, but few wear it as conspicuously as this one.

The cover warns ‘This map contains information about

human rights conditions which Chinese authorities in Tibet

consider to be very sensitive’, while inside a fuller warning

includes the sentence ‘Possession of this map by a Tibetan

could lead to a lengthy prison sentence’. The titles of the

text panels (above) give more than a clue as to the reasons

for the warnings and the maps themselves contain detailed

information on the locations of ‘Armed Police’, ‘Army’,

‘Police/Security’ facilities and Prisons, as well as the more

usual tourist information such as Bank/Money Exchange

and Religious Sites.

The maps are entirely in English, using the transcrip-

tions found on the street signs (that is to say from the

anglicization of the Chinese versions of the Tibetan names),

which is helpful. The cartographic style is clean and clear,

although purists might frown on the mixture of serif and

sans-serif. On the main map of the city, the hill-shading in

the mountains around the city is indicative rather than fac-

tual, and conflicts with the rivers. While it may well not

have been possible to see Chinese official mapping of the

area, the ex-Soviet material could be used to improve this in

a future edition. Beyond the main thoroughfares and the

Tibetan Quarter inset, the road network is rather sketchy,

but then tourists are not likely to venture much beyond the

main sites. The Tibetan Quarter map itself is neatly done,

though a fuller continuation north of Dekyi Shar Lam

would be useful, and I am sure that I found rather more dead

ends than are shown. The map of the Barkhor on the verso is

perhaps the most useful, cartographically speaking, of the

maps as a portrayal of the detail of the maze of passages and

buildings is rarely attempted in guide books.

However, it is clear that despite the cover claim ‘The

most complete, up-to-date map of Lhasa’, the map (which is

undated, rendering the statement rather meaningless) has as

its principal aim the dissemination of the political message

of the publisher. Given the warnings mentioned above, it is

clearly better to use this ‘Map & Guide’ as preliminary

reading before leaving for Lhasa and rely on the maps in the

Lonely Planet Guide (not mentioned on the list of guide-

books) for use on the ground. Despite their smaller scale

and the lesser detail of the Barkhor, these are just as easy to

follow and do not seem to cause the Chinese authorities any

concerns.

A.F. Tatham

The atlas of endangered species:
threatened plants and animals of the
world

By Richard Mackay
London: Earthscan, 2002 128 pp
ISBN 1 85383 874 8, £11.99 paperback

This is not just a biogeographical atlas of endangered

species, but an insight into vulnerable global ecosystems

and conservation issues. The atlas is divided into seven

parts: Extinction, Ecosystems, Fragile Regions, Endan-

gered Animals and Plants, Endangered Birds, Issues of

Conservation, and World Tables. Each section contains

between four and twelve sections: for example the section

on Endangered Animals and Plants is divided taxonomi-

cally into Primates, Big Cats, Ungulates, Elephants and

Rhinos, finishing with Plants.

The format is A4 with a double page used to display the

maps. Text and insert boxes, including photographs, are

arranged around the centrepiece map. The mapping is clear

with excellent use of colour and symbols to summarize and

display data, a good example being the map of critically

endangered and threatened bats. The A4 format and the

need to display complex data with text and photos some-

times results in crowding, with most maps drawn across the

two pages divided by the fold.
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The strength of the atlas is in bringing together infor-

mation visually into a single compact volume. Each part is

coloured making it easy to turn to relevant sections almost

at a glance. In many cases the mapping is not just spatial but

provides a temporal analysis, e.g. an inset map shows a

comparison between global tropical forest in 1890 pro-

jected forwards to 2050. The structure is coherent, with

introductory sections on evolution, mass extinction dino-

saurs and hominoids, and final sections on plant

biodiversity, ecological hotspots and conserving plants and

animals bracketing the central sections on fragile regions

and the different taxonomic groups. Neither has the author

forgotten to include important sections on conserving

domestic breeds, the plant and animal import trade and

CITES, and a series of World Tables on protected ecosys-

tems and biodiversity and threatened species.

My only criticism is that the text does not always live

up to the usefulness and quality of the mapping. There are,

for example, no sections on techniques for monitoring eco-

system loss and fragmentation e.g. from satellite imagery in

the Amazon, or sections on the measurement of

biodiversity. However, this does not detract from what is

otherwise a cartographically attractive and informative

atlas that, apart from its intrinsic value and importance, will

be invaluable for teaching.

G.H. Griffiths

A walking map of Mellor 1:10 000

Developed, designed and published by David
Ackroyd and Peter Hewitt, produced by Stirling
Surveys.
Marple Bridge: Mellormaps, 2001. £4.95

This is ‘a local map for local people’! It celebrates the

historic heritage, exhorts you to walk the paths and omits

anything that might tarnish ‘the delights of Mellor’. The

area is an affluent middle class commuter suburb on the

south-eastern fringes of the conurbation of Greater Man-

chester. It comprises gently rolling pastureland, with

wooded river valleys, rising towards the Peak Park and

Kinder Downfall. The area is unlikely to be the destination

for hordes of ramblers, but is bisected by a wide range of

quite attractive and often well-maintained rights of way.

This map has been commissioned from Stirling Sur-

veys and locally published. It is sourced from

out-of-copyright Ordnance Survey mapping, updated and

revised from original field surveys. The full-colour design

includes a panel of historical notes, photographs and a cer-

tain amount of tourist information. It is published at a scale

of 1:10 000 with 1-km National Grid lines indicated. Grid

references in the accompanying notes omit the 100-km SJ

prefix, even though part of the map lies in square SK.

Rights of way are classified as public footpaths (in red

dots), or public bridleways (in dark green dots). Both are

numbered and the Mellor boundary walk is also clearly

indicated. Outside the parish bounds the numbers disappear

(even though the boundary of the parish, and the county is

not indicated). Roads are classified into four types, distin-

guished by colour. All are cased and shown with widths

greatly exaggerated. Significant wooded areas are also

mapped. Built-up areas are shown with a purple area sym-

bol and relief is depicted with 100-foot contours and

hypsometric tints. The colours chosen for the tints are

rather confusing, the restrained schema of yellow for lowest

land, through pale greens, to grey for land above 1000 feet

doesn’t work well. Shops, pubs, cafés, post offices, tele-

phone and toilets are indicated with brown point symbols

and the points of interest described in the notes are picked

out on the map with white lettering also boxed in brown.

More current points of interest would have been useful, for

example an indication of the excellent fish served at the

Oddfellows Arms! Place names are shown in Arial, none

are smaller than twelve-point. The whole design is simple

and very uncluttered, rather like a 1:10 000 scale OS map on

a coloured relief base, legible to the short-sighted mid-

dle-aged dog walker.

Unfortunately despite the map’s title the clarity of the

design might be less helpful for most walkers. The contour

interval compares unfavourably with OS 1: 25 000 scale

coverage. No field boundaries are shown, except on a tiny

area of Mellor Moor where they ‘might be useful for navi-

gation’. I have walked this area and believe me they might

be useful elsewhere too! The design doesn’t help you to

gain any useful impression of what the footpaths are really

like. The footpath numbers that are included might be of

interest to the obsessive rambler, but are hardly relevant for

navigation or to most users, so why include them? Built up

area symbols are much too generalized to be very helpful –

the sprawl of the estates above Marple Bridge appears iden-

tical to the ribbon cottage development along Longhurst

Lane and individual buildings are not shown. The 100-foot

contour interval and tints suggest a flat plateau, very differ-

ent from the rolling fringes of the Peak District. You can’t

tell where the several golf courses in the area start or stop.

Woodland is everywhere identical according to this map.

So if you want an attractive but simplified celebration

of your local heritage and want to know where footpath 148

goes, buy this map. But don’t bother to take it out into the

fields to navigate. You get more accurate and useful infor-

mation on the OS Explorer!

Chris Perkins
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Re-launch of the Ordnance Survey
Landranger series

Many map curators may have been taken by surprise

(and perhaps also a little alarmed) earlier this year to learn

that Ordnance Survey was to launch a new version of their

Landranger series with a number of changes to its

specification. I first became aware of this thanks to a

message posted on the UK map librarians’ list server –

lis-maps – by Richard Oliver on 4 February.

The surprising thing about this is both the short period

of notice (but perhaps I just wasn’t paying enough

attention) and the short time period over which the launch

has taken place, just six months to issue all 204 sheets to the

new specification. When the original 1: 50 000 scale map

was launched in the early 1970s, replacing the one-inch to

the mile series, it took more than a decade to bring all the

sheets up to the new specification. However, this was a

much greater task than the current “makeover” (as OS has

called it) since, given the increase in scale, the entire series

had to be progressively re-scribed, and new, properly

metricated contours added. This re-launch has the

advantage of only having to amend an existing raster

database.

The progressive issue of Explorer maps, over a period

of about ten years, to replace the Pathfinder series has, I sus-

pect, given most map libraries sufficient “breathing space”

to purchase the desired quantities of the new map. For the

precipitate launch of the new Landranger, several suppliers

have offered library discounts for purchase of complete sets

with, ironically, the best offer of about 25% coming from a

supplier in the United States. But this still means that the

new set could cost a library in the region of £1000, a sum

which may be close to the annual budget of many small map

libraries.

So the question in many librarians’ minds has probably

been: is the update a necessary purchase? Is the new specifi-

cation radical or cosmetic, and, perhaps more importantly,

how thoroughly have the sheets been revised?

First to the changes in design and specification. Like

books and records, maps are often sold by their covers, and

so the first and, as it turns out, most striking change is to the

Landranger’s cover, which has been given a much more

contemporary look than its predecessor. It still features a

colour photograph on the front, and the famous magenta is

retained but joined by the use of silver grey on both front

and back. On the reverse, a larger, regional index is shown

while the map showing the area covered by the sheet in

question includes many more place names, and prominence

is given to Ordnance Survey’s web address.

Upon opening the map, however, we find that there has

been no radical redesign: essentially just some tweaking of

individual elements. For example, the little tree symbols for

mixed woodland have been reintroduced. (For those who

don’t keep up with such things, OS scrapped the tree sym-

bols altogether when the 1: 50 000 scale series was first

released, retaining a pale green screening for all woodland.

Subsequently the symbols were reintroduced to distinguish

coniferous plantations from pure deciduous woodland,

while mixed woodland remained for the time being a boring

plain green). Other changes include the introduction of

green numbers and a green infill for primary routes thus, in

common with most commercial (and OS) road atlases,

relating them to the colour of the road signs. Some changes

have also been made to the depiction of railways, preserved

railways, and rapid transit systems to cater for develop-

ments in this area. Other changes principally benefit the

motoring tourist and the walker, with more use of distinc-

tive names for major tourist locations, such as Legoland,

and of descriptive names for smaller attractions. Some new

tourist symbols have also been introduced. For the walker,

links in the European Long Distance Path system have been

added where they are not coincident with already marked

National Trails or Recreational Routes. On the question of

revision, the most important discovery is that only a propor-

tion of the sheets have been fully revised. Of the 101 new

sheets available at the time of writing, only 23 have

advanced to a new edition letter, the remainder having

received only selective revisions.

The review map I received from OS was a fully revised

sheet 127 Stafford and Telford (fortunately, the sheet num-

bering has not changed), and although unfamiliar with this

area I made a close comparison with the previous full

(1997) edition of the same sheet. As always, the devil is in

the detail. If a pub has closed and the OS map still shows it

(as happens on the Explorer sheet of the West Chilterns, for

example), it can seriously upset a planned walk. Fortu-

nately, I can report many small changes on the new Stafford

and Telford sheet, which suggest the revision has been thor-

ough. Changes include minor new urban and industrial

developments, the addition of numerous small new lakes,

and changes to the public rights-of-way system (including a

surprising reclassification of two bridleways as “road used

as a public path” – a designation which local authorities

were supposed to be phasing out).

The message for map libraries seems to be “Don’t

panic!”; if your library needs only to keep up with major

changes to the landscape it can do so by buying sheets as

and when a full revision has been published. (This informa-

tion is given in the monthly Small-scale map products

current editions and forthcoming titles, available to map

libraries from OS). One wonders to what extent this

makeover to what has been described as the OS “flagship”

series, was done to revive flagging sales. Many similar

small specification changes have been made in the past

without recourse to a re-launch. Maybe the series is now

threatened by the Explorer series, which has proved a

highly successful replacement to the neglected Pathfinder,

and whose superior 1: 25 000 scale detail has always proved

a considerable advantage both for recreational use and for

fieldwork in geography and the natural sciences. In the

absence of quality mapping at 1: 100 000 scale, however,

the Landranger continues to provide an essential medium

scale view and record of Britain’s changing landscapes, and

hopefully this revamping of its image will help to maintain

public interest in the series.

Bob Parry
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